LEVEL I - Map Profiles
EDUCATION & ALERT LEVEL; Open Access.

This

level provides first
level proximity alerts and
education on various Federal Acts, Statuary Laws,
Industry Codes, Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR,
Health & Welfare and Occupational Ethics Violations.
These first level profile access points are opened via a
map tack profile gateway or
directly from an index menu
or web page. This information provides no identification of the alleged perpetrator Level I Profile - Access Point Through
Proximity-based Map Tack.
and the tack is not placed on
the perpetrators business or home but within 1 kilometer of the location were alleged repeating violations occur.

Profiles

are only accepted or developed
on the Citizen Safety Maps ™ if there is direct evidence to support alleged violations
and damages. This process allows the public enough information to investigate potential risks further. Crowd-sourced publicly
submitted map tacks may be placed directly
on the perpetrators business however this is
against the sites usage and placement policy.
This process allows the public to alert one another of public safety risks and gain knowledge on relevant laws and ethical breeches
on specific illicit professional or business
practices that are directly relevant to locaLevel I Public Safety
Information & Level II tions and circumstances. Direct evidence
Profile Access Point.
is often added to the second and third level
perpetrator profiling system. Those submitting ethical breeches or legal violations are proved resource to submit their complaints to state occupational licensing boards, Watchdog Websites such as Yelp ®, Rip-off Report ® and when necessary
various state affiliated protective agencies and law enforcement.

LEVEL II - Map Profiles
EVIDENCE & INVESTIGATION; Password Access.

Password protected level 2 access specifically names the alleged
perpetrators and provides actual objective proof/empirical direct evidence of the civil breeches or crimes suspects have allegedly committed. White-collar crimes are documented via paper trails over periods
of time (unlike blue collar crime which often occurs in the heat of
passion often without calculation and forethought), court documents,
news articles, victim statments, witness accounts, and more frequently
recordings (in one party consent States), video and/or photographs.

Professional/Industry Rotating Map Tack Icons Represent White-collar
Professionals Working In-concert/Collusion.

Password access to law enforcement, public servants, government
agencies and news publishers whose duty it is to provide, legislate
policy or inform citizens of public safety matters:

1. Law Enforcement & Prosecuters: first priority password authorization access always provided. If law enforcment is unable to
respond to alleged criminal conduct demonstrated through the
evidentiary evidence provided then level 2 password access will
be provided to,
2. Public Representatives & Government Agencies: in most cases
public servants will be supplied second level password clearance
if requested then,
3. New’s Publishers: level 2 through 3 password access may be
provided to the mainstream news publishers when it presents a
public safety risk then,
4. Victim advocacy organizations and established Web Publishers:
password access on a need to know public safety bases then,
5. Internet Publishers, password access on a need to know public
safety bases after items 1 through 4 have provided no responce,
6. Social Media: passwords will not be supplied through social
media, untill information becomes public or court adjudicated annoucements have determined guilt. Social Media will be actively
used used to post Level 1 education and alert messages, crowdsourcing and general public map tack placement profile requests,
as well as, Sherlock AI ™ queries in tandem with public safety
campaigns and field gathering via Whistleblower Mobile Apps.

The data and empirical evidence contained in level two access point

is information that is protected and flagged to not be indexed, followed, or crawled by any search engines or disseminated in any way
via Social Media unless the information becomes public knowledge
via other media publications, victim rights advocacy or public safety
watchdog organizations such as Yelp ® or Rip-off Report ®. If a suspect perpetrator is facing charges and a trial for any of their alleged
civil or criminal activities their map tack, Level 1 and Level 2 profiles
are immediately removed from the online profiling system, AI curator system and all data servers. If the perpetrator is adjudicated guilty
of any offences, then their profile returns and is made public with the
results of their adjudication. If white collar professional or blue-collar
criminal is found innocent, then their data remains off the internet. All
data remains in the offline relational database in the event of affiliates source civil or criminal research and future public safety offences.

LEVEL III - Map Profiles
RESEARCH & ANALYSES; Password Access.
Request additional documentation about level 3 research, Citizen Safety
Maps integrative APIs, Sherlock AI ™ machine curation, AEGIS Reports ™ , WhistleField ™ Mobile App customizations, collaborative
investigations, transparency organizations and public safety projects.

